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Contemporary Cottages updates beach and mountain cottages with fresh, modern

appointments, magical entryways, updated and repurposed rooms, open ceilings, custom floor

plans and unique lighting—all without disturbing the timeless charm and scale that defines a

cottage. Molly Hyde English has authored two previous books on the subject: Camps and

Cottages (2000, Gibbs-Smith) and Vintage Cottages (2007, Gibbs-Smith). She owns Camps

and Cottages, a leading source for curated home and lifestyle furnishings, has been covered

by a number of national publications, and maintains a website and Instagram following. The

store is located in Laguna Beach, California.Ryan Garvin is a noted interior design

photographer based in Southern California. His work regularly appears in a number of national

print and web publications, ranging from Elle Decor to Traditional Home, and has a following on

Instagram.

Throughout the pages, projects by Orange County-based interior designers … invite readers to

find new ideas for their home and discover creative spaces where vintage and contemporary

elements perfectly combine. (Karine Monié Design OC Magazine 2020-02-01) --This text refers

to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMolly Hyde English has authored two previous books

on the subject: Camps and Cottages (2000, Gibbs-Smith) and Vintage Cottages (2007, Gibbs-

Smith). She owns Camps and Cottages, a leading source for curated home and lifestyle

furnishings, has been covered by a number of national publications, and maintains a website

and Instagram following. The store is located in Laguna Beach, California.Ryan Garvin is a

noted interior design photographer based in Southern California. His work regularly appears in

a number of national print and web publications, ranging from Elle Decor to Traditional

Home, and has a following on Instagram.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Contemporary CottagesMolly Hyde EnglishPhotographs by Ryan GarvinContemporary

CottagesDigital Edition 1.0Text © 2019 Molly Hyde EnglishPhotographs © 2019 Ryan

GarvinAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced by any means whatsoever

without written permission from the publisher, except brief portions quoted for purpose of

review.Gibbs SmithP.O. Box 667Layton, Utah 84041Orders: 1.800.835.4993www.gibbs-

smith.comTo my husband, Rich, and to all of our pups: those departed—Maggie, Hannah,

Charlie, Buddy, Tipper, and Lily—as well as our two “fur-kids,” Emma and Molly, who have sat

patiently at my feet as I have planned and prepared this book. My sincere love and gratitude. —

Molly Hyde EnglishTo my uncle Jeff, who would have been so proud to display this book on his

coffee table. —Ryan GarvinAcknowledgmentsAs I contemplated a final book—the last in a

trilogy of Gibbs Smith books dedicated to the American cottage—it was a call to action by a

fellow merchant, Laurie Alter, founder and owner of the ever-popular Tuvalu Design, that led to

Contemporary Cottages. Laurie had stopped by my store, Camps and Cottages, to say hello

and peek at a gallery-framed U.S. forty-eight-star vintage flag that I had just installed. Laurie

and husband, Jeff, had recently completed work on a contemporary cottage and she noted that

there was a perfect place in the cottage for the flag. Intrigued, I asked her if I might visit what

was at one time a half-century-old ranch which had been given new life as a contemporary

cottage and new home for Laurie, Jeff and son, Cody. I dropped by a few days later and she

was right. The flag was a perfect fit but more importantly their work on the cottage convinced

me that a third book had to be done! If the inspirational visit were not enough, Laurie

suggested I contact photographer Ryan Garvin who jumped at the opportunity and who has

worked so professionally and diligently on the project. Thank you, Ryan!Many of the owners

have asked to remain anonymous. To all of you, it’s my hope that the photos have pleased

each of you and more importantly I wish to thank you for sharing your thoughts, insights and

ideas with readers. You may very well inspire others to give new life to their cottages in the

future.Stories about several of the cottages were shared with me by their designers. To Raili

Clasen, Kelly Nutt, Shannon Wilkins, Mindy Laven and Ashley Clark—my sincere appreciation

and best wishes to each of you for continued success with your design businesses.A special

acknowledgement and thank you to Michele Graham, founder and owner of Juxtaposition

Home, one of the West Coast’s great stores, who suggested candidate cottages and worked

with me on a number of project photo shoots.Finally and most importantly I wish to give a very

appreciative acknowledgment to Madge Baird, managing editor at Gibbs Smith, for her

patience and perseverance in putting me to the test to ensure that we crossed the finish

line.Contemporary CottagesTable of ContentsIntroductionCoastal RanchPeninsula

PointShores ReduxArtful CottageBalboa CottageEast Meets West CottageBountiful

CottageHighlands CottagePrairie HomeBerkshires CottageOrchid CottageHarmony Hill

CottageWoods Cove CottageResourcesThe AuthorThe PhotographerIntroductionChange is

not merely necessary to life—it is life.—Alvin Toffler, Future Shock *With the publication of both

Camps and Cottages in 2000 and Vintage Cottages in 2007, I became increasingly aware that

the concept of “cottage,” one of many types of structures Americans call home, was at the cusp

of a back-to-the-future stage of its life as a distinct architectural style—a style born for the most

part in the early twentieth century. Unlike the grand homes of that period, followed by the

craftsman-inspired bungalows of the 1920s, the ranch homes of post-WW II suburbia, the glass

and steel curations of the early 1960s, stuccos of the 1970s and 1980s and the ever-popular

McMansions of the early 2000s (a style that has receded due partly to the Great Recession of



2007 and partly to a return to realistic scale), the cottage has maintained its form, fit and

function with a focus on charm, beauty, uniqueness, human scale and relative affordability. In

fact, community leaders in my hometown, a town known nationally for its environmental focus,

historic preservation and respect for the arts, have chosen for many years to focus upon its

cottages with two annual events—“The Charm Tour” and “The Garden Tour.”**That having

been said, as we approach the end of the second decade of the new century, cottage owners

(and those who yearn to be) have begun to lend imaginative touches to the traditional image of

an American cottage. Though, understandably for professional designers, there may be some

very distinct differences between what is defined as “contemporary” and what is understood as

“modern,” it’s apparent from the projects undertaken by the owners of the cottages featured on

the following pages that one school of design is as equally attractive to them as the other, while

others have worked to marry a contemporary and modern look with touches of traditional and

vintage—a true juxtaposition of styles linking the past, present and future. The owners featured

in Contemporary Cottages have burnished traditional features with fresh and modern

appointments, responsible landscaping, magical entryways, updated and repurposed rooms,

open ceilings, custom floor plans and unique lighting—all without disturbing the timeless charm

and scale that defines a cottage.Contemporary Cottages is more than just a tour of handsome

cottages; it welcomes you, the reader, into each home as if you were on a walking tour with a

personal guide, including insightful conversations with each owner as they share the dreams,

thoughts and imagination that went into the design or redesign of their cottage. Note the

personal description of each cottage and how it reflects the owners’ personalities and lifestyle,

the inspiration for the cottage’s design, the unique characteristics or features, the owners’

experience with the builder, interior designer or architect—what they learned from their

experience working with outside professionals— and what led to the owners’ choice of color

schemes seen throughout each cottage. A particularly interesting feature within the cottages is

the presence of art—whether in the form of paintings, artistic photos, object d’art or sculpture—

inside and outside the property. Owners of cottages in cultures and countries much older than

ours have for years traditionally and tastefully appointed their cottages in an artful way and it

appears that this practice is growing in the U.S. with an increasing willingness by homeowners

to pursue tasteful and original art in place of reproductions and manufactured appointments. It

is a practice similar to the world of fine dining where it is not unusual for a respected chef to

suggest the accompaniment of her award-winning 2019 cuisine with wine(s) that have been

carefully maintained in temperature-controlled cellars for years or decades, waiting for the

perfect pairing—the perfect moment.A wise person once noted that the hallmark of a

measured and balanced life is one’s ability to draw together the dreams of the past with the

thoughts of the day and images of the future. It appears that each owner has achieved that

balance and it is my pleasure to welcome you into their world—through the magic of

Contemporary Cottages.Molly English2019Laguna Beach, California * Toffler, Alvin, Future

Shock, New York: Random House., 1970 ** Laguna Beach, CA. www.villagelaguna.org/charm-

house-tour/ and www.lagunabeachgardenclub.org/gate-garden-tour/ Coastal RanchCreate your

own visual style . . . let it be unique for yourself and yet identifiable for others.—Orson

WellesDisregard for conformity” were words chosen by Mark Christy, brother of cottage owner

Laurie Alter, in describing Hobie Alter, Laurie’s father-in-law, at a 2014 memorial honoring the

surfing and sailing industry legend shortly after his passing. “I, like every member of the Alter

family, have been touched and influenced by Hobie’s legacy—one built upon the principles of

taking a different road, charting a new route and paving a course for new ideas.”So it is with the

approach Laurie took in the redesign of a cottage for her own family in what began as a circa



1960s coast-side cottage. “As owner as well as designer, my focus is built on a thoughtful and

eclectic sensibility—neither on impulse nor on trends. As a designer, I begin each project with

a study of its owners (in this case a lot of introspection and collaboration with my husband),

their style, vibe and what they wish to accomplish.” As a leading merchant and designer, Laurie

has made it a habit of planning well in advance her next move—both in business and in design.

The transformation of the half-century-old house into a cottage befitting the new millennium

was no exception. Her project started with “over-pulls” of tile from which to select just the right

color, pattern and design for the cottage. “Eighteen months transpired between the first day we

applied pencil to paper until the day we moved in. It was quite a challenge to turn the darkish,

fifty-year-old structure into a more open and comfortable place. As if that were not enough, we

immediately determined that it was out of square, adding to extra challenges in the placement

of hardwood floors, use of shiplap walls and the construction of a tongue and groove ceiling—

but we got it done!”Laurie thought through every structural detail of the cottage while attending

to the eventual design of its interior as a place of consistency, warmth and quality. The

darkness was replaced with a Benjamin Moore designer white shade but with her insistence

that an abundance of color and accents be added in the form of area rugs, art and fabrics. “We

are a family whose life has been shaped by the ocean—by a cadence of ebb and flow that is

both unique and perpetual. The goal was to create a clean and uncomplicated living space

consistent with the lessons we have learned each day from our interaction with and respect for

the sea.”Laurie commissioned original lighting for several areas of the home, including this trio

of hanging shades made from vintage bird cages.The cottage’s blend of uniqueness and

simplicity is apparent the moment one walks unto the property and enters the cottage. “As with

many of my projects before and after my own cottage, I worked with Low Country Originals.

They designed an oyster and beach glass chandelier in the dining area. We discovered a

number of compelling pieces at the Texas Round Top Antique Show and put them to good use

by way of custom lighting made from upside-down antique pigeon cages. We bought old

cowboy flannel shirts and shadow-boxed them for placement in the kids’ rooms.” Even more

interesting is the unconventional and unique path that Laurie and her husband took in building

their cottage. They first conceptualized how they wished to live and what they wished to live

with, followed by a search for intriguing and curated architectural elements, including a set of

vintage Hungarian entry doors, rubbed-bronze pieces and steel hardware.“Surf’s Up!” is the

theme in the family’s expansive kitchen and open-air dining area.Clean lines associated with all

of Laurie’s cabinetry reflect her focus on utility and beauty.The use of stone and timber

juxtaposed against the clean lines of board and batten provides the Alter family’s guests with

an architectural treat—traditional elements highlighted against a backdrop of twenty-first-

century toucher. On each floor one finds a splash of color, shape and form. From the beamed

ceiling living room upon entry, complete with a floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace, the journey

continues through a large timbered door, which opens in an east-west fashion using industrial-

size pulleys and rails, to an equally impressive kitchen, dining area and great room sporting

wall-to-wall windows that capture sunlight from dawn to dusk. A hardwood staircase with a

geometrically designed guard railing leads to the living quarters of a series of airy and unique

bed and bath rooms.The repurposed bass drum from a ’60s rock band makes the perfect table

for this room.Vintage beams, wide-planked hardwood and an antique basket complement the

contemporary look.A massive driftwood-framed mirror, antique bench peeking from a cover

and a bedside lamp encircled with puka shells lend a coastal vibe to the master

bedroom.ABOVE AND BELOW: The en suite bathroom looks beautiful from any angle.Laurie

has used her standing as a respected merchant to appoint the cottage with furniture, textiles,



fixtures and objects that have combined, though often in contradictory ways, to complete her

vision. “We made great effort to steer clear of catalogues, preferring instead to deal with local

businesses, custom crafts people and one-of-a-kind vendors—seeking to make each vignette

within the cottage a space that grabs you and reminds you that this is home.”Following the

inspiration of her iconic father-in-law, Laurie and Jeff have built their coastal ranch by taking a

different road and in doing so have paved a course to a comfortable and unique contemporary

cottage experience.Laurie has chosen early-twentieth-century fixtures for this guest

bathroom.Flannel cowboy shirts in shadow boxes make statement wall art for a kids'

room.Peninsula PointThere are always new, grander challenges to confront, and a true winner

will embrace each one.—Mia HammLike the successful designers with whom she has worked

and admired, Raili Clasen has been up to the challenge in each project she has taken on.

California born and raised, Raili has firmly embedded her focus and sensibility in a period of

time when the Golden State displayed to the rest of the world a civic fabric of unbridled

possibilities with a sun that never set.After college and a few starter jobs, she landed a key

marketing position with a global surf apparel manufacturer. “Being in the industry was like

earning a second degree and I learned very quickly that, though steeped in a beach vibe, it

was, at the end of the day, all business. I also learned very quickly the importance of proposal

development, deadlines and client satisfaction and that if I wanted to make design my career in

the form of interior design, I needed to marry my creative eye with critical business skills.”This

quintessential cottage is a getaway for a couple who spends much of their time exploring the

history and cultural wonders of the world while always looking forward to returning to home

base—and to their four grown children and four grandchildren. The seaside cottage, akin to a

Cape Cod and one of several owned over the years by the family, was built in the 1930s. The

owners made it clear at their first meeting with Clasen that they had a strong point of view

related to design. “We knew exactly what we had and more importantly precisely what we

wanted to do—and not do. We didn’t want to change the cottage’s nature nor its face to a point

that it faced losing its original character. Instead, we asked Raili to help us give the wonderful

place new life while working with its existing bones.”

Made for Living: Collected Interiors for All Sorts of Styles, New Americana: Interior Décor with

an Artful Blend of Old and New, Rustic Modern, The New Southern Style: The Interiors of a

Lifestyle and Design Movement, Feels Like Home: Relaxed Interiors for a Meaningful Life,

Down to Earth: Laid-back Interiors for Modern Living, Small Space Style: Because You Don't

Need to Live Large to Live Beautifully, Modern Americana, 150 Best New Cottage and Cabin

Ideas, Cabin Style

michael saitta, “a book that I enjoyed. Disclosure: I live in Laguna and know the writer and

shop she owns. This book is the outcome of problems she has encountered with her clients

many of whom have bought older houses but want a more modern look without having the

furniture fighting the architecture. The book tells you a little about the people who actually live

in them. A beautiful book. Beautiful photographs and writing. So many books lately have

rooms that seem to be designed for hotels and not for everyday living. This isn't one of them.

I'm not writing this because I'm in the book.  I'm not.  Wish I were.  Worth buying and keeping.”
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EriKaH, “One Of The Best Book. Sooo gorgeous, well made, high definition dream houses.

This is my favorite style. Neat clean in order cottages with a small touch of modern. Exactly

what I was looking for. 5 Stars for sure!”

Brody Madrid, “Beautiful Cottages!. Contemporary Cottages is a lovely book full of dazzling

cottages. Many of them are larger than cottages of the past, but they still retain the cozy and

comfortable  sensibility of the genre.”

Summer123, “This book is gorgeous!. I love, love, love this book! The pictures are beautiful

and the text is easy to read. All of the rooms look beautiful but comfortable. This is a must

read for anyone who loves modern cottages.”

Christmas Reader, “Beautifully illustrated book with unique California style. This book

showcases the light and character of the southern California Laguna Beach decorative style. A

beautiful breath of fresh beach air!”

Alex Jones, “Fantastic!. Really enjoyed these photos!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 63 people have provided feedback.
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